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Equation 4 should read as follows:
Koa ¼
aSOD$site
asiteaSOD
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gsitegSOD
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The last sentence of the Abstract should read:
Despite the smaller number of required SNAREs, the SNARE activation and fusion rates are almost as fast as previously
reported in reconstituted PC/cholesterol bilayers, i.e., ~10 and ~20 ms, respectively.
The sentence carrying over from the bottom left column to the top right column of page 2936 should read:
For example, Lang et al. (10) and Sieber et al. (11) showed that Syx1a forms cholesterol-dependent clusters of ~75 molecules
in plasma membranes of neuroendocrine pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells.
Two errors were introduced in these sentences during production of the article.
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‘‘Double gaps along Shaker S4 demonstrate omega currents at three different closed states’’ Channels (Austin) 4:93–100 was
cited in our recent article as ‘‘Channels. 4:75–77’’. The correct citation is ‘‘Channels (Austin) 4:93–100’’.
Reference 25 should be cited as:
25. Gamal El-Din, T. M., H. Heldstab,., N. G. Greeff. 2010. Double gaps along Shaker S4 demonstrate omega currents at
three different closed states. Channels (Austin). 4:93–100.’’
The name of author Gamal El-Din, T. M., was misspelled in the Biophys. J. 99(11) Correction on page 3859.
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